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Abstract 
Smartphone and wireless network made cell phone a latest channel for trade, helping in 

shopping independent of time and place. Sellers are already doing online business and it is 

accessible to PC users but after visible growth of mobile users, they wants to extend 

business accessibility to mobile users but websites or web applications for PC users are not 

user friendly for mobile users. It is expensive and cumbersome to customize for mobile. So 

it is mandatory to develop an application for Smartphone which is cost effective, user 

friendly and efficient. Unavailability of this application can result in loss of potential 

customer to sellers and resources to end users. 

In this thesis our task is to present a framework that provides Smartphone application 

for Webshop. The application will be built in accordance with Webshop that will offer the 

end user the facility to achieve same behavior as experienced on Webshop instead of 

troubling through using with small mobile screen. This will result in facilitation to both 

customer and seller. 

 

Keywords 

Webshop, iPhone, Android, e-Commerce, iPhone & Android Client for mobile Webshop 

Framework. 
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1. Introduction   

Online sales are growing day by day as many companies doing traditional business are 

using Internet for expanding their business. Business needs a bridge between customer and 

seller and the latest bridge is internet. As online commerce jumps in market, business is not 

locally but it works globally, anyone can use time and money to start business, either 

company is big or small. In online shopping customer can buy anything in short time and 

anytime as it is possible to make order 24 hours a day and 7 days a week. All companies 

want to increase their sale and decrease cost and it is done through Webshop. Now anyone 

can start e-business anywhere using internet and end user can access it in the same way. It 

is easy to set up a Webshop and there are a lot of opportunities to make partners and 

customer globally because there is no need of physical location and no need of a lot of staff 

also. [1] 

As everybody knows “Time is money”. This rule applies here also as the customer 

purchases some product or service and if the page or application takes more time than 

customer‟s expectation, he/she will switch to another site because of options, so 

performance and reliability are necessary. All customers are not experienced with the use of 

computer or internet so as the website is consistent and error free, customer attracts to it. 

Thus speed and reliability are the main focuses therefore satisfaction of customer can helps 

business otherwise it is just a change of URL to switch to another store. [2] 

Online sale‟s history traces back to the commercial use of World Wide Web. 

Companies like eBay and Amazon started their business and that is still growing. Customer 

can search and compare the required product and after deciding to purchase puts the 

product in virtual shopping cart, can delete and change the number of items and then 

proceed to the payment. In payment there are various options available for payment like 

cash, credit card and PayPal etc. After making the secure payment customer will get the 

product on door or near collection point. All these steps take very minimum time as 

compare to the traditional shopping and customer can make order independent of time. [3] 

1.1 Problem 

Internet on mobile phones makes it in principle easy to access e-commerce as it is offered 

in the Internet. Most of the mobile phones contain web browser. Yet, much of the current 

web stores are optimized to be used with PC class devices having a large screen. 

Furthermore, technology has reached a level such that customer prefers to make purchases 

from mobile devices independent of time and location. But the browsing is not easy and 

comfortable because of large data, slow wireless network and small screen. 

Therefore the problem addressed by this thesis is to provide means to make existing e-

commerce solutions available as a mobile retail channel offering simplicity, user-

friendliness, low complexity, as well as navigation being suitable for the limited 

capabilities of today‟s smart phones in an application as compared to using web browsers. 

Web shops on web browsers are not easy to use, with zooming in and out multiple of times, 

to see the information and to choose an option, click on a link or button without zoom is 

difficult and even with zoom navigation is not easy, like scrolling the page up, down, left 
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and right. To test the application, we will first write some use cases for the features this 

application offers and then test the application against these use cases to check how success 

full it is. 

1.2 Goals and Criteria  

The main goal of thesis is to develop a framework that provides both the Webshop and an 

application for number of smart phones, enabling user to utilize the features (e.g. view, 

search and make payments) of the online Webshop on mobile. This framework can easily 

be deployed and with minor configuration changes multiple of instances of Webshop will 

be ready for use. The mobile application might have the ability to connect to multiple 

stores.  

A major task in this goal is to make communication standard for all devices to avoid the 

redundant code and in future will provide ease for adding new types of devices. This goal is 

met by creating a web service that works as an interface for communication. 

There are some limitations to our approach; our thesis is limited to most popular 

Android based smart phones and iPhone as they have high range of market share. Another 

limitation to our thesis is that it is limited to availability of internet, it requires internet to 

operate. 

1.3 Motivation 

Shopping online is growing with the growth of internet and internet enabled mobile phones 

made it possible to do shopping independent of time and place, online shopping is cheap 

and convenient. Our thesis project will result in making online shopping more easily 

accessible to mobile people, which will result in searching a required product and 

purchasing for good more easy. Companies doing traditional business are making web 

shops to flourish their business and in next step they have to make application that 

communicate with online shops and run on mobile phone for targeting those customer 

using mobile phone. Now with our work the businessmen do not need to put extra effort to 

target mobile people. 

1.4 Outline 

Chapter 2 provides the background information about iPhone and Android phone and also 

the general idea of a webshop and Wordpress which is selected as the base for Webshop. 

Chapter 3 defines the ideal web shop and required features that make a web shop ideal. 

Chapter 4 presents the information regarding the architecture and design of the framework, 

which includes both the client and server. Chapter 5 discusses the implementation details of 

the Protocol used for communication. Chapter 6 describes the implementation of Android 

Client, its architecture and design. Chapter 7 describes the implementation of iPhone 

Client, its architecture and design and in last Chapter 8 pertains to conclusion to this thesis 

project and possible future work. 
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2. Background 

Here we are going to explain background, architectural information about iPhone, Android 

and Webshop briefly. 

2.1  iPhone 

“A Smartphone from Apple that integrates cell phone, iPod, camera, text messaging, e-mail 

and Web browsing. Data and applications can be sent to the phone wireless or via Apple's 

iTunes software, which is used to organize music, videos, photos and applications.”[4] 

Virtual keyboard through touch screen enables user to give input. 

2.1.1 Features  

There are a lot of possibilities in iPhone to create great applications.  

 

 Internet Enabled 

iPhone is a Smartphone and it helps to develop a variety of applications and in 

making real time applications as well.   

 iPhone Location Services 

iPhone application which helps to know the location of mobile and it is easy to 

make application that guides the traveling. 

 Tracking Orientation 

Third feature the tracking orientation which is helpful in making games in which 

mobile work as controller.  

 Gesture  

Fourth feature is called gesture using the figures on touch screen.  

 Audio and Video 

Fifth feature is audio and video availability on phone which make it possible to 

create games application and other applications that need sound and graphics.  

[5] 

 Dual Camera 

Latest iPhone 4 contains dual camera which makes video chatting more easy. 

 Retina display 

High pixel density through retina display makes images sharp amazing.  

 Multitasking 

Another useful feature of iPhone is its multitasking; now it is easy to switch 

between different applications. 

 HD Video Recording and Editing 

Now it is easy to record and edit HD videos  

 5-mexapixel Camera with LED Flash 

Latest iPhone contains 5-mexapixel camera for capturing beautiful pictures and also 

easy to take snaps in darkness using LED flash. 

[6] 
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2.1.2 History 

iPhone development started in 2005 and first iPhone was introduced on January 9, 2007 

and released on June 29, 2007 by Apple Inc. until now there are four generations of iPhone 

as iPhone original, 3G, 3GS and iPhone 4. 

SDK stands for Software Development Kit and it is a collection of tools, APIs and 

documentation to help develop an application for a particular platform and API is an 

interface which defines how to utilize the existing services/features of system. iOS SDK is 

the development kit made by Apple with full documentation which is used for development 

of iPhone applications and the applications can be games, alarm clock weather utilities and 

bigger like complete Webshop.  

 
Figure 2.1 iPhone Architecture [7] 

 

Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of iPhone OS from application layer to hardware layer 

and vice versa. Application layer represents any iPhone application downloaded from App 

Store. Every application wants to communicate with hardware and it happens through 

internal layers. Next layer to application layer is Frameworks/API layer. Application layer 

wants to do a task using an API call which is done in this step. APIs are written in 

Objective C and the linking of libraries is done in next layer. The bridge between 

application and hardware is iPhone OS as it is shown in picture as driver. This layer works 

with assembly as to allocate the registers etc. and the required drivers activate here. Actual 

hardware starts to work in next layer from processor who gets assembly code and firmware 

layer represents the working of firmware to enables the required feature on hardware. [7] 

2.2 Android based Smart phones 

“Android is an operating system for mobile devices such as Smartphone and tablet 

computers. It is developed by the Open Handset Alliance led by Google.”[8] As compared 

to iPhone Android has a difference that anyone can use, modify, and develop Android 

application and after developing a new application anyone can put it on market also. 
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iPhone„s hardware and software is supported by Apple only but Android is open source 

supported by Google as well as Open Handset Alliance. Now Android is taking step 

forward from phone to tablet personal computer and other devices. 

2.2.1 Features 

 Powerful SDK 

A powerful SDK is available for development that contains libraries, tutorials, 

sample code and emulator. 

 GPS 

User location can be accessed by developer with phone‟s GPS radio which helps in 

map applications and traveling applications. 

 Open source 

A very important feature of Android OS is, it is open source nature, develop new 

applications or update existing application 

 Touch screen 

Android based smart phones are having touch screen feature which helps user to 

drag, zoom and move pages. 

 Camera 

Most of Android based smart phones contain 5-mexapixel camera which makes it 

easy to capture detailed pictures. 

 Wi-Fi 

Android based smart phones are Wi-Fi enabled for connecting internet easily. 

 Java support (development on MAC, windows, Linux ) 

 Bluetooth  

 Multitasking 

2.2.2 History 

Android Inc. founded by Andy Ruben, Richard Minor, Chris White and Andy McFadden. 

To compete with iPhone, Google had to make a new mobile OS so Google bought Android 

in 2005 and in 2007 Google introduced Android OS. Now any phone saying “with Google” 

means pure Android OS. HTC, Motorola, Sony Ericsson and Google itself are making 

phones that can run Android OS. There are both types of phone available with keyboard 

(having both features keyboard + touch screen) and touch screen. [9] 

Apart from phones there are Android readers, multimedia players, netbooks, printers, 

microwave and even washing machine are also made that run Android OS. [9] 

Symbian platform targeted a wide range of customers and was very successful in 

mobile technology but need complex C or C++ code to write the code for applications. As 

compared to that the introduction of java made it easy to code. Java hosted MIDlets execute 

on JVM abstract from hardware of mobile lets the developer to create an application for a 

wide range of phone that supports java. [10] 
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As Google is owner of Android platform so a lot of features are effortlessly available in 

it like mail account by Gmail and GPS and Google‟s GSM cell-based location technologies 

because of its own Google maps technology. 

Android SDK contains everything that we need for development including Android API 

libraries same as used at Google, Android tools for compiling and debugging the 

application, complete documentation having detail of using each class, Android emulator 

for testing the application, simulating like original phone, sample code and online 

support.[11]  

 

 
Figure 2.2 Android Architecture [12] 

 

Figure 2.2 represents architecture of Android OS. Android is platform for mobile based 

on Linux kernel. Here application layer handles all application like browser, contacts, email 

etc. and the next layer Application Framework that manages resources. Android is an open 

development platform and all developers can use same APIs that are used by Google 

developers themselves. The task of application framework is to allow the developer to use 

views like button, list, checkbox, text box etc. to make nice GUI. Other tasks are to manage 

the resources, allow user to use built in applications to make own application. Third layer in 

architecture is Libraries written in C/C++. Application can communicate with these 

libraries through framework. Another important part of Android architecture is Android 

runtime as it contains java language libraries and Dalvik Virtual Machine. Classes in Java 

language are converted to Dalvik Executable (.dex). At the bottom there is Linux Kernel 
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layer which is used as bridge between software and hardware to manage many tasks like 

memory, driver, process and security. [12] 

2.3 Android and iPhone Comparison 

In this section we have compared the features of iPhone and Android which can be seen in 

following Table 2.1. We have selected these two because both provide a powerful SDK for 

development which includes simulators, libraries and tools to help. 

 

Feature iPhone Android based systems 

Wi-Fi Yes Yes 

Bluetooth Yes Yes 

Multitasking Yes Yes 

Camera Dual Camera
*
 Yes 

Application Development Mac Mac, Windows, Linux 

Retina Display Yes No 

Flash Yes
*
 Yes 

Touch Screen Yes Yes 

GPS Yes Yes 

USB Connectivity Yes Yes 

Video Recording Yes Yes 

Email  Yes Yes  

Application Download App Store Android Market 

Table 2.1 Android and iPhone Comparison 

 

Table 2.1 provides the features information about the two mostly used smart phones 

systems. These two constitute the major market share for smart phones. And in comparison 

to RIM, Palm and Symbian OS the SDK for application development of iOS and Android 

are very powerful, these are the reasons we have selected these two for application 

development in this thesis project. 

2.4 Webshop 

An online store from where customer can do shopping from the seller at real-time using 

internet whether through mobile or computer without going to the shop. It is also known as 

e-commerce or distance selling. Webshop is a 24 hours a day and 7 days a week connection 

                                                 
*
 Available in iPhone4 and above. 
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between customer and seller. At anytime customer open website on computer/mobile or 

Webshop application on mobile phone search the required product and after finding view 

the details about its price and other information. Shopping cart is the next step a virtual cart 

is maintained for the customer where user can add /delete the product. Then customer goes 

to checkout for payment. Many ways of payment like debit card, credit card and many 

types of electronic money available there. At last product delivery process starts it can be in 

form of downloading, pick from store or shipping to customer address. 

2.4.1 History  

History of Webshop or e-commerce trace back to 1991 parallel to the commercial use of 

internet as it was start so it take some time to make security protocols but in 2000 

ecommerce start flourishing as many companies start giving their services on internet. In e-

commerce the most famous company for book store Amazon start website in 1994 and e-

bay started in 1995. With the passage of time the interest of people changes as new 

technology comes in the market. It is the era of m-commerce or Mobile commerce. Now 

customer is interested to do shopping through mobile phone and as internet on mobile is 

common now. In e-commerce one can do shopping anytime but the network is required and 

for m-commerce one can do shopping anytime and anywhere. Business on mobile started 

with mobile ticketing and mobile banking, as the new Smartphone with the features of 

internet, touch screen etc. It is becoming common to make purchases direct from phone. 

[13] 

Information sharing is not the only use of internet. Earning money is also achievable by 

using internet as bridge for business. By making Webshop online anyone can do business 

but making an entire Webshop from scratches is not an effortless task. Developer has to 

keep in mind all things and it is too much time consuming. The easy solution of this 

problem is to use some interface. Interface is helpful in many ways like reusability of 

existing features can decrease the cost of application.  

There are some interfaces available as Wordpress, Joomla, Drupal and Plone etc. Here we 

discuss Joomla and WordPress and compare their features and functionalities as they are 

most widely and popular. Our application is based on WordPress. Here WordPress and its 

features discussed. 

2.4.2 WordPress 

An open source tool backed by PHP and MySQL, used for blogging, tailored into CMS. 

Open source feature made it helpful for developer to update and modify according to 

requirement. There are also numerous options which make it favorite to use:  

1. Plug-in  

Plug in is a software component used in another software to enhance functionality 

and add features to that software. A lot of plugins both free and paid are available in 

market. These plugins are up to great extent useful in creating photo galleries, 

shopping carts, forums, maps etc. 
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2. SEO Friendly 

Search Engines needs to be definitely kept in mind when building a website. 

WordPress uses different functions which allow it to be search engine friendly. For 

example sending pings to other sites, making categories, tagging your posts, use of 

h1/h2 tags etc. 

3. Easy To Use and Publish  

Wordpress is easy to use and very friendly. The publishing process in WordPress is 

simple when compared to Joomla or Drupal. The process is in a logical order and 

doesn‟t require a lot of steps before publishing.   

4. Well Documented 

On developer point of view documentation is basic need and WordPress is well 

documented. How to write the code and understanding code is very easy. [14] 

 

There are many Webshops available in market in which some are very famous like 

eBay and Amazon. They are growing day by day as they made apps for Smartphone too. 

We studied architecture and working of Dustin Webshop. Dustin is available for desktop 

user as well as for iPhone and Android as our task to do. Here we can search required 

product from products tab and products are categorized in specific categories. Customer 

can put items in shopping cart and then proceed to payment. Here flow of application is 

discussed by simple flow chart Figure 2.3. 

 

 
Figure 2.3 Dustin Application Flow  
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As customer start application he/she can watch the latest product on sale or can go to 

products as they are categorized under category tab. After selecting required item shopping 

cart is managed so customer puts item in cart, removes item from there, as customer wants 

to pay application require here customer login information so if customer is registered then 

after login payment option appears but if not then registration process starts. There are a lot 

of payment options available.  
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3. Requirements 

In this Chapter we are going to take a look at system requirements according to an “ideal” 

Webshop having most of the feature to be performed for e-commerce.  

3.1 Ideal Webshop 

An ideal Webshop can be defined as a Webshop which provides the entire standard features 

that are necessary for a Webshop like iterating through categories, viewing products and 

services, add items to cart, make online payments, shipping, stock and user management. 

There are several Webshop e.g.  Amazon, eBay, Elgiganten available online for desktop 

users which facilitate customer with many features such as customer can view products list, 

view product details, user registration, user login, and customer can use shopping cart to 

manage product for buying and then pay for the shopping. These are the key/basic features 

for a Webshop. 

And as described above for an ideal Webshop, the details are listed below. 

3.1.1 Category Page 

Products are arranged in categories for easy to find. Category page containing list of 

categories and category can contains a list of products or subcategories.   

3.1.2 Product Page  

Products are displayed in form of a list with few details available regarding each product. 

Each product page is in the related category. Product can be selected from here to view the 

detail. 

3.1.3 Product Detail 

Viewing a product can lets the user to view product detail like item type, color, price, 

detailed specification shipping details etc. From here user can put the item in cart for 

further movement to payment. 

3.1.4 Shopping Cart Management 

A virtual shopping cart is managed in which user can add items, edit number of items and 

delete items.  

3.1.5 Checkout 

Items are in cart and it is time for payment. Here customer can delete item from cart and 

can change the number of item before making payment. 

3.1.6 Secure Payment 

Secure payment is another important task as customer desires safe and protected payment 

and for this some third party companies can play a role like PayPal, visa etc.  

3.1.7 Shipping 

Last task in business is to handover item to the customer safely and it is called shipping. 

After order is done and customer has done the payment it is time to deliver it. For 
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customer‟s satisfaction and making him regular customer on your Webshop in time 

delivery is very important. 

3.1.8 User Management and Registration 

Managing user login and settings are the major requirement for the application; user can 

make an account and then can login and do shopping. User can maintain his history about 

shopping also.  

When customer visits Webshop first time it is required to gives necessary detail but 

once it is given system will save it and next time when user will log in there is no need to 

again fill the details form he/she can directly do shopping. This is more user-friendly and 

can improve the satisfaction of customer. Giving details again and again can make user 

uninterested. 

3.2 Webshop for iPhone 

Now a lot of mobile users are using iPhone so it is necessary to make an application that 

customer can go to Webshop through iPhone. A client application of Webshop for iPhone 

should be made from where customer can view, pay and make order. It is complete 

Webshop that can handle all things that are given on simple Webshop for PC.   

3.3 Webshop for Android 

Android is a Google product and many mobile companies are making their mobile phones 

based on Android OS so it is required to make client for Android that can run on that 

mobiles. Complete Webshop that can do everything as simple Webshop.  
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4. Architecture and Design 

Architecture of entire system is discussed in this chapter. Architecture shows the 

communication of mobile devices with server. 

Architecture of our system is based on Client-Server communication as shown in the 

following figure: 

 
Figure 4.1 Overall System Architecture 

4.1 Client Management 

There are basically two types of clients 

 Personal computer client  

 Mobile phone client  

 

4.1.1 Personal Computer Client  

Computer client is that which interacts and rely on server for its processing of information. 

There are two types of such client user; customer and administrator. Customer can access 

the Webshop via internet and register himself on system. Customer can see product catalog 

there, buy required item and pay for that. The other user of client is the administrator who 

works on management of Webshop. Management persons are registered as administrator of 
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system and can update and maintain Webshop. Administrator can watch the orders, 

payments and product on Webshop. 

As in traditional shop there is front shop and back store, in Webshop front shop can be 

accessed by customer and back store is managed by administrator. 

4.1.2 Mobile Phone Client  

Customer can interact with Webshop system anytime and anywhere using mobile phone. 

Application for Smartphone can be installed which can communicate with Webshop on 

server. Client here can perform all tasks as PC client do but only customer related. User can 

register him as customer, search product and categories, update his virtual shopping cart, 

change settings of application and pay for item purchased. There are again two 

subcategories of mobile phone clients.  

 iPhone client 

 Android client 

iPhone Client 

Webshop application for iPhone user can be created and uploaded at App Store from where 

user can install it on his device. 

Android Client 

Application for Android based smart phone works same as iPhone client and user can find 

application from Android Market to install on phone.  

4.2 Plug-in 

Webshop is made for PC users first and then we have to make same Webshop for mobile 

phones. It can be possible by making two software components for Android and iPhone. 

Plug-in use same web based application and convert it accordingly. It used the services of 

Webshop and extends it for Android and iPhone platforms.  

4.3 Web Server 

Web server is the heart of system. Webshop is hosted on web server and has a lot of 

responsibilities to perform like to communicate with clients and database. As Webshop can 

be accessed anytime so reliability for both connectivity and availability is necessary. 

Customer and administrator use Webshop at a time and there is a lot of management 

required for front side via admin panel, as mentioned below:  

 User Registration 

 User Management 

  Latest Offers 

  Products and Categories Management  

 Order Management 

 Delivery Management(Shipping) 
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4.3.1 User Registration  

When user visits the Webshop its necessary for him to register himself to do purchases and 

it is the initial point where the interaction of user or client and system begins. A form given 

to user where basic information collected and user name, password given after submitting 

it. Now user can access, search and buy items and services. 

4.3.2 User Management 

There are two types of user, customer and administrator so management accordingly is 

important for allocating rights and permission. As customer can only see and purchase 

whereas administrator can watch the store, orders whether finalized or pending, payments 

done or not yet and updating products. 

4.3.3 Latest Offers 

Offers make the customer interest in buying goods. System displays the latest offers in the 

start of application so customer sometime purchases it without searching and wasting time. 

4.3.4 Product and Category Management 

Categories and products managed by system for the ease and comfort of customer. 

Administrator can update the list of items and put products in relevant categories and 

system helps by telling about stock that whether product is available or out of stock. 

4.3.5 Order Management 

Order management is another important task of Webshop system from here customer gets 

confirmation about order that his order is done as system sends an email to customer. Its 

responsible to inform administrator about order that whether order made by customer 

fulfilled or not yet. 

4.3.6 Delivery Management (Shipping) 

When customer fills the registration form system got the information about address in that 

section and uses that information in this process to deliver item in specific location. System 

also informs administrator that whether delivery is successful or pending. 
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5. Implementation 

This chapter is about the implementation of the common point the Webshop will offer for 

all the Smartphone apps and the protocol used to communicate between the Webshop and 

the SmartApp. Implementation part is further divided in two steps. First step is interface 

that tells about web service and the second part is protocol. 

5.1 Interface / Web Service  

Web Service is a method of communication between two devices/machines over the 

network (both internet and intranet) mostly by using the HTTP protocol to interact with 

each other. 

“Web services provide a layer of abstraction above existing software systems such as 

application servers, CORBA, .NET servers, messaging and packaged applications. Web 

services work at a level of abstraction similar to the internet and are capable of bridging any 

operating system, hardware platform, or programming language, just as the web is.” [15] 

Web service‟s fundamental task is reusability, as a working application or website 

optimized integrating some piece of code to build a desired application. Web services play 

very important role in distributed computing. It is a building block for distributed system. 

Interface of web service is defined in such a manner that it can work independently of 

underlying operating system. It is a module or component that can be used by another 

application. 

Web service can be used as RPC, REST or SOAP. 

5.1.1 Remote Procedure Call (RPC) 

Remote procedure call is Client – Server communication mechanism in which client sends 

a message to server. Message contains some data and encoded procedure parameter. Server 

reads the message or call and reply in form of data or error. RPC is created for 

communication ease and security when data flows between clients to server. Client here is a 

process that requests some service that can be provided by another program (server). [16] 

 

 
Figure 5.1 Basic RPC Architecture [16] 

 

Figure 5.1 shows the basic architecture of RPC. It shows how RPC works as two stubs 

are shown as client stub and server stub, client makes a call to client stub and call is send as 
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an operation to server stub in packed form. Server stub unpacked it for server and response 

travels from server to client as result of that call. [16] 

5.1.2 REST 

An architectural system that is easy to use for development of web services having great 

impact on World Wide Web as displacing WSDL and SOAP. Here communication 

between systems is done by HTTP. Application uses HTTP request  

 POST to Create data. 

 PUT   to update data. 

 GET   to Read data. 

 DELETE to delete data. 

[17] 

XML parsing is a quite resource consuming task and for Smartphone implementation it is 

not suitable so we have chosen REST as a method of communication between our devices 

and the server. 

5.1.3 Our Web Service Implementation 

 In our scenario client sends an HTTP request in form of GET method. HTTP request 

contains URL and required parameters.  

 

 
Figure 5.2 Web Service Architecture 

 

Figure 5.2 shows the working of our application; which shows the Client (on the left) 

and the Server (on the right). Client is the mobile device requesting for a service, while 

server hosts the website and web service to a particular website. The two blocks inside the 

ellipse on right hand side are the core components of the web service. First one is the 

interface, which communicates with the client (external) and forwards the request to 

Protocol. Protocol which is the second part, on receiving request communicates with the 

underlying system and provides the results back to Interface which then returns the results 

provided by Protocol to client. Further details are explained in the following steps: 

Step1  

Client sends an HTTP GET request; request is divided into two parts URL and 

parameter as shown here: 
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http://a.example.com/demo?un=username 

The 1st part /a.example.com/demo is URL and the portion after “?” is called 

parameter, parameters can be one or more. As here parameter shows detail about 

username passing in form of a request.  

Step2 

When server receives this request, URL is resolved by server and redirected to 

requested destination which in our case is the interface of our web service, here we 

check the completion and correction of request and if it passes then the request is 

fulfilled by calling the appropriate method from Protocol. If the request is not 

correct then an error message is returned in first place from Interface. 

Example  

If client sends an http request for latest products in our case and set parameter value 

10 the given URL is parsed and send to interface and then to protocol and in 

response server fetches 10 latest products in Webshop and returns the result or in 

another example client sends a user registration request to server and send required 

parameters for that process like username, email address etc. if all the detail is ok, 

server will register user and send a  response in form of thank you and send an 

email to user in our case. 

5.2 Protocol (for the Webshop) 

Protocol is the actual interface of communication between two end points. It is composed 

of two parts, first one is the receiver which is the web service running at server, that 

receives the request and check for valid request, if the request is valid and all the required 

parameters are provided by the user. It then calls the user requested operation from the 

“Protocol class” which is the second part and on receiving the results from “Protocol class”, 

it returns the results to the requesting end point. 

For now we are not using JSON standard to share data, but a modified way for sharing 

the data from server to client which we have made our standard for communication. This 

uses fewer resources and so it is better for the mobile device. 
 

Features Available via Protocol: 

1. User Registration 

2. User Login 

3. Forget Password 

4. Edit User Details 

5. Category List 

6. Products List 

7. Latest Products List 

8. Search Products 

9. Add to Cart 

10. Make Payment 

11. Get Help 

12. About Webshop 

http://a.example.com/demo?un=username
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Use Case ID 0001 

Use Case User Registration 

Description Registers a User to the System 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop. 

Assumptions/ Pre 

Conditions 

The user is not already registered to system. 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps User provides Username,  

User provides Email Address,  

Registers the User to system if it is the first attempt to register. 

Variations In case of failure, display the error message 

Ask information again from user. 

Output/ 

Post Conditions 

A user is registered to the system. 

An email is sent to user containing the password to login. 

Or 

An error message if the user is already registered or 

information provided is not correct/appropriate. 

Table 5.1 Use case: User Registration 

 

Use Case ID 0002 

Use Case User Login 

Description Logins a user to system by validating User ID and password. 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop. 

Assumptions/Pre 

Conditions 

The user is already registered to system. 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps User provides Username 

User provides Password 

Validates the information. 

Variations In case of failure, display the Error Message 

Ask information again from user. 

Output/ Authorize the user if the information is correct and displays 
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Post Conditions user details. 

Table 5.2 Use case: User Login 

 

Use Case ID 0003 

Use Case Forget Password 

Description Sends email to user to reset the password. 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop. 

Assumptions/Pre 

Conditions 

The user is already registered to system. 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps Select forget password. 

Provide the email registered with the account. 

System sends an email to user to re-set password. 

Variations In case of failure, display the Error Message 

Ask information again from user. 

Output/ 

Post Conditions 

User receives an email, containing the link to set the new 

password. 

Table 5.3 Use case: Forget Password 

 

Use Case ID 0004 

Use Case Edit User Details 

Description User can edit the personal information on system. 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop. 

Assumptions/Pre 

Conditions 

The user is already registered to system. 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps User Login into the system. 

Select to edit personal information. 

Saves the information. 

Variations 
 

Output/ User information is successfully updated into the system. 
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Post Conditions 

Table 5.4 Use case: Edit User Details 

 

Use Case ID 0005 

Use Case Category List 

Description Provides the Category list of products available on system. 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop. 

Assumptions/Pre 

Conditions 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps On Request, Select all the published categories and returns the 

list. 

Variations 
 

Output/ 

Post Conditions 

A list of categories is received with, category Id, Name, details 

and image. 

Table 5.5 Use case: Category List 

 

Use Case ID 0006 

Use Case Products List 

Description Provides the list of products of selected category. 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop. 

Assumptions/Pre 

Conditions 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps Selected category ID is provided. 

Published Products in selected category are returned in a form 

of list. 

Variations There can be an empty category. 

In this case, an appropriate message is returned to avoid system 

crash. 

Output/ 

Post Conditions 

A list of products is received with, product Id, Name, details, 

price, sale price, stock units, price unit and image. 

Table 5.6 Use case: Product List 
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Use Case ID 0007 

Use Case Latest Products List 

Description Provides a list of latest products irrespective of any category. 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop. 

Assumptions/Pre 

Conditions 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps On Request, a list of latest products added to system is 

returned. 

Variations 
 

Output/ 

Post Conditions 

A list of products is received with, product Id, Name, details, 

price, sale price, stock units, price unit and image. 

Table 5.7 Use case: Latest Product List 

 

Use Case ID 0008 

Use Case Search Products 

Description Provides a list of products as per user provided search words. 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop. 

Assumptions/Pre 

Conditions 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps A single or multiple search words are received. 

Products containing these words are selected from records. 

Resulting list of products is returned. 

Variations There can be no product matching user search words. 

Output/ 

Post Conditions 

A list of products according to search words is received with, 

product Id, Name, details, price, sale price, stock units, price 

unit and image. 

Table 5.8 Use case: Search Products 
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Use Case ID 0009 

Use Case Add To Cart 

Description A Product is added to shopping cart upon user request. 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop 

Assumptions/ Pre 

Conditions 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps User selects a product from a list to view details. 

User presses the button “AddtoCart” to add this product to cart. 

The product is added to a shopping list. 

Variations User can add multiple products to shopping list. 

User can add the same products multiple times, but it appear 

only once, but the quantity of that product is updated. 

User cannot add the product to shopping list, if the product is 

out of stock. 

Output/ 

Post Conditions 

The product is now available to be viewed in shopping cart. 

Table 5.9 Use case: Add to Cart 

 

Use Case ID 0010 

Use Case Make Payment 

Description User provides the information to buy the selected products 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop 

Assumptions/Pre 

Conditions 

The user has logged in. 

There is at least one item in shopping cart. 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps View the billing and shipping information. 

Edit any information if required. 

Proceed to payment information. 

Enter credit card information required. 

Submit the information. 

Variations If the user has not logged in, it asks the user to login. 

If the user is a new user, the user needs to register first. 
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Output/ 

Post Conditions 

If the information is correct then, a thanks message is displayed 

and an email is sent to registered email address. 

If the transaction fails, display the appropriate message to user. 

If the information is in-correct then display the message and 

asks for correct information if required. 

Table 5.10 Use case: Make Payment 

 

Use Case ID 0011 

Use Case Get Help 

Description Display the user help available. 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop 

Assumptions/Pre 

Conditions 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps On request, provides simple textual information to user. 

Variations 
 

Output/ 

Post Conditions 

The information is displayed to user. 

Table 5.11 Use case: Get Help 

 

Use Case ID 0012 

Use Case About Webshop 

Description Display the information about the Webshop. 

Actors Customer using Smartphone Client, Customer directly using 

the Webshop 

Assumptions/ Pre 

Conditions 

In Case of Smartphone, internet is required for communication 

with Protocol. 

Steps On request, provides a simple textual information to user 

Variations 
 

Output/ 

Post Conditions 

The information is displayed to user. 

Table 5.12 Use case: About Webshop 
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The protocol is a class providing the above mentioned features. For all the above 

mentioned features the existing code of WordPress and the WP-e-Commerce plug-in is 

reused, the call is made to the underlying system, with a minimal added code. The added 

code provides us the ease to utilize the existing features of the system with modifying the 

available system at its minimum extent. 
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6. Android Client 

This chapter explains the architecture of our Android Client, and provides the information 

with respect to MVC model applied in our implementation. 

6.1 Architecture/Design 

Architecture of our Android client is based on MVC (Model view Controller). We have 

used MVC design pattern for our implementation as application development for Android 

based systems is already based on it. And benefitting from this model, we have the liberty 

to update either Model, View or Controller without affecting the other. Model View and 

Controller for an activity are related and works in coordination but if we have to update a 

view we can update it without affecting model or controller. We have extended MVC 

model a little by adding Web Service component to it and it works almost like the 

data/model and provides the data to controller upon request from web. 

 
Figure 6.1 Android Client Architecture 

 

As shown in Figure 6.1 there are four parts of our Android client‟s architecture  

 Controller 

 Model (Data) 

 Views 

 Web Service 

In MVC every part is responsible of its own task and all of them are discussed in the 

following sections. 

6.1.1 Controller 

Controller is the central unit of system, here when application loads controller starts by 

taking user input. It calls data object to load data and call views to display information for 

user. As controller is acting as bridge between all other parts of architecture like views and 

web services are connected by controller and views and Model as well. 
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6.1.2 Model 

Model handle data related activities of system. Controller communicates with model to get 

data and information.  

6.1.3 Views 

Views handle user interface related activities as controller gets data and then call views to 

display that data accordingly. 

6.1.4 Web Service 

This portion is organized in Model in code level, as our application works with internet, 

therefore for communication web service is used, as in diagram internet is shown. 

Controller received information from user and the required task is done using it. As 

Android based smart phone has wireless internet so through that source, controller call the 

web service and the web service sends the parameters to communication interface of web 

shop and on receiving results web service call return response back to controller, controller 

receives information and call the views to display that information.  

6.2 Implementation 

Implementation of Android client is done in three parts. 

 Data Model 

 View controllers 

 Layout(XML) 

6.2.1 Data Model 

Those package which holds all the classes pertaining “data/information” required by the 

views to display and the controllers to behave. Some of those classes are discussed here in 

Table 6.1. These classes are available in Webshopsrc folder containing these classes in 

detail:  

 

Class Class Members and Variables Description  

CartItem private Product item;            

private int itemQuantity 

 

getters and setters only 

 

It holds the product and the 

quantity of this particular 

product added to cart by user. 

Category private int categoryID; 

private int parentCategoryID; 

private String categoryName; 

private String details; 

private String otherDetails; 

private String image; 

 

getters and setters only 

All products are in categories 

so that they are easy to find so 

for this task it is responsible 

class which holds information 

about individual category, like 

ID, name, parent category and  

image (if available). 
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CurrentSettings private String url; 

private String sessionID; 

private int categoryPageLimit; 

private int productPageLimit; 

private int mainPageLimtit; 

private boolean categoryImage; 

private boolean categoryDetail; 

private String currentCategory; 

 

getters and setters only 

Different user has their 

different likes and dislikes and 

when an application installed 

on mobile user some time 

wants to display things 

according to him so a class is 

built that manage Current 

User‟s Settings like number of 

items to display on latest 

products and detail about 

categories etc..  
 

ListDetails private int id; 

private int id2; 

private String name; 

private String detail; 

private String image; 

private String other; 

private double price; 

private double specialPrice; 

private int stock; 

 

ListDetails(Category) 

ListDetails(Product) 

ListDetails(CartItem) 

This class works as rapper to 

display data in any view. Its 

general to get details for 

displaying for category, 

product etc.  

Product private int productID; 

private String name; 

private double price; 

private double specialPrice; 

private String priceUnit; 

private String details; 

private String otherDetails; 

private String image; 

private int categoryID; 

private String category; 

private int stock; 

 

getters and setters only 

It is a most important class to 

manage product. It holds 

information pertain to each 

product like id, name, image, 

price, sale price, stock.  
 

ShoppingCart private List<CartItem> 

shoppingCart; 

 

public void addToCart(CartItem 

ci); 

public void removeFromCart(int 

A cart is maintained here for 

users which hold the items so 

for that the class implemented 

is cart Item, it manages a list of 

cart Items and provides the 
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index); 

public List<CartItem> 

getShoppingCart(); 

public CartItem 

getShoppingCartIndex(int i); 

public int getCartCount(); 

public double getTotal(); 

functionality to add/remove 

and edit and item in cart 
 

UserProfile private int ID; 

private String userName; 

private String userEmail; 

private String userUrl; 

private String firstName; 

private String lastName; 

private String userDetail; 

private String errorMsg; 

 

Once user has logged in, it 

holds the user information so 

that on checkout the user has to 

enter minimum information 

manually. 
 

WsClient private String serviceURL; 

private String method; 

private Object[] params; 

It requests the web service at 

web server where the Webshop 

is hosted to request the 

information. The request can 

be a product list, category list, 

latest products list user 

logging, user registration, 

payment and any other 

information required by the 

client APIs to work properly. 
 

Table 6.1 Android Client Data Model Classes 
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6.2.2 View Controller 

View Controller classes are available in Webshopsrc folder  

 

View Controller Description Image 

Launch It shows the splash 

screen and load data 

about category, product 

etc. 

 
Main / welcome / Home Loads latest items and 

show that list 

 
Search Tap on menu button 

and clicking search 

option takes to this 

window 
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Category list MenuProducts takes 

to list of categories 

from where user can 

jumps to this screen 

 
Product list Menuproducts takes 

to categories and then 

user can select required 

category 

 
Product Tap on any product to 

view product details 
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Add item to cart When user tap on Add 

to Cart button product 

in product page, a toast 

will inform that item 

added to cart 

successfully   

 

CheckOut MenuCheckOut 

takes to this page to 

view cart and user can 

delete and edit item 

 

WPPayment From check out taping 

on make payment takes 

user to this page. Here 

user fills the detail 

form. 
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CreditInfo From WPPayment page 

after filling details user 

can go to this page by 

tapping on Make 

Payment button. Here 

user fills Credit Card 

Details and do final 

payments 

 

Message After filling credit card 

info if information is 

correct, application 

generate a message 

screen for successful 

transaction 

 

Menu sceen Taping on menu button 

show all menus 
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RegisterUser If user is using 

application first time, 

registration required, so 

from here user can get  

registered, it can be 

found in 

menuMoreuser 

 

ViewSettings User can set view 

settings according to 

his choice like category 

page and number of 

latest item  

 

Table 6.2 Android Client View Controller Classes 

6.2.3 Layout (XML) 

Layout of application is done through XML and the XML files are available in source code 

in Webshopres folder. 

Icons 

Icons used in application are available in source code Webshopres drawable-hdpi or 

Webshopresdrawable-ldpi or Webshopresdrawable-mdpi. We followed Table 6.3 

for dimension of icon. 
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Icon Type Standard Asset Sizes (in Pixels), for Generalized Screen Densities 

 
Low density screen 

(ldpi)  

Medium density 

screen (mdpi)  

High density screen 

(hdpi)  

Launch Icon 36 x 36 px  48 x 48 px  72 x 72 px  

Menu  36 x 36 px  48 x 48 px  72 x 72 px  

Tab  24 x 24 px  32 x 32 px  48 x 48 px  

List View  24 x 24 px  32 x 32 px  48 x 48 px  

Table 6.3 Icon Dimension [18] 

6.3 Android Client Test Cases 

 In this section we will test the Android Client against the uses cases defined in section 5.2, 

the results are presented in tabular format with matching use case and output. 

 

Test Case Use Case Result 
1:Internet 

Availability 

All Success Fails 

  
 

2:User 

Registration 

0001:User 

Registration 
Success Fails With Warning Fails With Warning 
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3: User login 0002:User 

Login 
Success Fails With Warning 

  
 

4:Forget 

Password 

0003:Forget 

Password 
Success Fails With Warning 

  
 

5: Edit User 

Detail 

0004:Edit 

User Details 
Success Fails With Warning 
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6:Category 

List 

0005: 

Category 

List 

Success 

 
 

7:Product 

List 

0006: 

ProductList 
Success Success Fails 

 
  

 

8:Latest 

Product List 

0007:Latest 

Product List 
Success 
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9:Search 

Products 

0008:Search 

Products 
Success : Searched 

“King” 

Success : Searched 

“Chair” 

Fails : Searched 

“computer” 

   
 

10: Add to 

Cart 
 

0009:Add to 

Cart 
Success: “Details View” Success: “Cart View” 

  
 

11:Make 

Payment 

0010:Make 

Payment 
Success Fails With Warning Success 
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12:Get Help 0011:Get 

Help 
Success 

 
 

13:About 0012:About 

Webshop 
Success 

 
 

14:   

Main Menu 

All Success 

 
 

Table 6.4 Android Client Test Cases 

 

We can see the results from above table that the application for Android client is 

working correctly as required and expected, to work with respect to the use cases. And for 

all the failures that are shown with Warning or Error message, it verifies the correct 

working of web service. 
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7. iPhone Client 

iPhone client is an iPhone Application that will communication with the common Webshop 

via the added protocol. This application works via internet to get data from Webshop and 

display it on iPhone screen, e.g. list of latest product, categories etc. and send data (user 

action) back to server, e.g., user login information  sent by client for verification to server. 

In this chapter we are going to discuss architecture/ design and implementation of our 

iPhone client in detail. 

7.1. Architecture/Design 

iPhone client‟s architecture is based on MVC model same as in Android client and we have 

extended it by adding a web service which is operated by the controller. 

 
Figure 7.1 MVC Model  [19] 

7.1.1. Model  

Model is part of system whose responsibility is to manage data as in Figure 7.1; it is shown 

that controller and view are communicating with model to get data. Its works as backbone 

of a system.  

 

7.1.2. View 

View handles front side of application such that its responsibility to manage the 

presentation of data in system.   

 

7.1.3. Controller  

As shown in diagram controller is interacting with both view and model, it helps the system 

to interact with user. It follows user‟s input and work accordingly by updating data (model) 

or display data via view. 

 

7.1.4. Web Service  

Web service is placed separately and not grouped with Model part as it is organized in 

Android Client. It performs the same functions and provides the exact same behavior as 

described in section 6.1.4. 
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iPhone client is based on MVC model and as all tasks are following it as shown in 

iPhone architecture diagram Figure 7.2. Web Service is not shown in the following Figure 

7.2 because here the shown units describe the view level distribution of application and if 

required a request is made to the same web service from each entity‟s controller. 

iPhone architecture is divided in six parts and individually all of them are based on MVC 

 Latest Products 

 Categories and Products 

 Search  

 User 

 Shopping cart 

 Product details 

 

 
Figure 7.2 iPhone Client Architecture 

7.2. Implementation 

The application has six main entities and all these entities are individually following MVC 

model. Application starts and data loaded by application delegate: 

 

 Application delegate 

As the application starts Application delegate load data in memory so that it can be 

further used in application. 

 Categories and Products 

Data is loaded in memory and this portion is implemented in a way that it gets 

loaded data and displays the latest products on screen for user. 

 Search  
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Search option is implemented so that customer can search products irrespective of 

categories and without going through product and categories. The keywords are sent 

to server via the web service and list of products matching the keywords is returned, 

application parses the received data and display items in form of a list. 

 User 

This portion handles user settings related options as user login, user registration etc. 

View is implemented in way that user can see whether he/she is logged in or not, 

the web service is designed which gets data from user and send it to server for 

verification and if data is correct, view displays user details otherwise displays an 

error message. 

 Shopping Cart 

Shopping cart is maintained in a way that as user add an item to it, System register 

the item, user can edit and delete item from here, if user deletes item system 

removes registry of that item. User can proceed to payment from here. 

 Product Details 

Product detail entity is holding detail information about the product and display the 

details when user selects a product from either latest products, products listing, 

search results or from shopping cart. 

7.3. iPhone Client Test Cases 

In this section we will present the result received from the iPhone client for use cases 

defined in section 5.2. 

 

Test Case Use Case Result 

1:Internet 

Availability 

All Success Fails 
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2:User 

Registration 

0001: User 

Registration 

Success Fails With Warning 

  
 

3: User login 0002: User 

Login 
Success Fails With Warning 

  
 

4:Forget 

Password 
0003:Forget 

Password 
Success Fails With Warning 
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5: Edit User 

Detail 
0004:Edit 

User Details 
Success Fails With Warning 

  
 

6:Category 

List 
0005:Category 

List 
Success 

 
 

7:Product 

List 
0006:Product

List 
Success Fails: No item for this 

Category 
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8:Latest 

Product List 
0007:Latest 

Product List 
Success 

 
 

9:Search 

Products 
0008:Search 

Products 
Success : Searched 

“King” 

Success : Searched 

“Chair” 

Fails : Searched 

“movies” 

   
 

10: Add to 

Cart 
0009:Add to 

Cart 
Success: “Details View” Success: “Cart View” 
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11:Make 

Payment 
0010:Make 

Payment 
Success Fails With Warning Success 

   
 

12:Get Help 0011:Get Help Success 

 
 

13:About 0012:About 

Webshop 
Success 
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14:  

Main Menu 
All Success 

 
 

Table 7.1 iPhone Client Test Cases 

 

The above test results in Table 7.1 indicate the correct working behavior of iPhone 

Client against the use cases defined in section 5.1 from Table 5.1 to Table 5.12. 
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8. Conclusion and Related Work 

8.1. Conclusion 

We discussed in chapter 1 that many mobile phones contain web browsers but much of the 

current web stores are optimized for PC users with large screen and customer prefer to do 

shopping via mobile phones independent of location and time, however small screen and 

large data makes it uncomfortable, thus the problem addressed by this thesis was to provide 

means to make existing e-commerce solutions available as a mobile retail channel offering 

simplicity, user-friendliness, low complexity, as well as navigation being suitable for the 

limited capabilities of today‟s smart phones. 

We have achieved our goal by developing a framework as described in section 1.2, 

which is a set of Webshop and the clients for iPhone and Android smart phones. The 

Webshop has an added interface for communication with mobile clients which is explained 

in Chapter 5, where section 5.1.3 describes the implementation and section 5.2 described 

the features with the help of use cases. The client for smart phones provides user with the 

ease to perform all the action that are performed on a web store, the working and details of 

smart phones Android  and iPhone can be seen in Chapter 6 and 7 respectively. For both 

Android and iPhone Clients the application is assessed for correct working, with results 

depicted in Table 6.4 and Table 7.1 respectively against the use cases defined in section 

5.2. The results also present us that the web service is as well working correctly, by 

providing useful information where necessary by prompting the user to provide proper 

inputs, which can be seen in all of the test cases with failed results, because even with 

incorrect actions/inputs the user is presented with useful information to act realistically. 

And with both of these client applications and the web service results we can say that the 

complete framework is executing in a satisfactory way, which concludes that we have 

actually accomplished our goal. 

8.2. Future Work 

 There are a lot of features which can be added in future. Mobile clients for other platforms 

can be developed like Windows Phone 7 and Symbian platforms. Security between the 

client and server during communication can be enhanced by encrypting the data. Some 

views in application takes more time to load due to images being fetched from server, this 

time can be reduced by implementing the lazy loading approach and using cache. 

Application themes can be made available to users. Currently the application requires 

Internet to start, which can be updated in future, enabling the application to persist the data 

that would be used in case of unavailability of Internet. 
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